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Recession and
unrest: Cauldron
may not boil over
BY BILL DURODIE

or organised threat. Indeed, most world
leaders do not even face a serious chalFOR THE STRAITS TIMES
lenge from within their own ranks, let
O SOONER had the econom- alone one from outside.
The most vocal have been the disic crisis emerged before security agencies began worrying gruntled middle classes, and their supabout its implications for so- porters in the media. Of course, since
cial stability. This tells us the French revolution, it has been the
more about their crisis of confidence historic role of the middle class to
than inherent tendencies. The recession co-opt the lower orders in their strugwill not necessarily lead to social prob- gles only to turn against them at the last
moment. But the absence of any opposilems.
It is striking how swiftly the world tional ideology today suggests this to be
moved into recession and how unexpect- extremely unlikely.
Crime, of course, is a separate matter
ed this was. On June 20, 2007, the then
British Chancellor of the Exchequer con- from social unrest. One might expect sogratulated the City of London for creat- cial hardship to lead to some increase in
ing “an era that history will record as particular types of criminality. Illegal imthe beginning of a new golden age for migration and insurance scams may also
increase, as could covering up errors for
the City”.
The US sub-prime mortgage crisis fear of losing one’s job. But some
emerged a month later. By September, crimes, such as metal theft in a period
Britain’s Northern Rock Bank was seek- of diminishing demand, may decrease.
The important thing to note is that
ing support from the Bank of England.
these
are individual responses rather
But even at that stage, many considered
the crisis to be specific rather than sys- than organised ones. It is the worrying
temic. On Aug 13 last year, the Bank of about, and talking up of, the possibility
England governor Mervyn King an- of crime that may encourage it.
Blaming bankers for causing all these
nounced: “The central projection is one
problem
is also unproductive. This igof a broadly flat output
nores the responsibility
over the next year.”
of governments in enEvents then accelercouraging their activiated from September
ties.
last year, with the bankOddly, it may be the
ruptcy of Lehman
absence of resistance
Brothers. Only one
that has allowed politimonth later, a major
cal leaders to avoid the
British policing agency
hard intellectual and
was asking: “How will
managerial tasks recrime against business
quired of them, such as
and industry change in
allowing banks to fail
an economic downand curbing spending.
turn?”
This suggests we face a
This suggests the dispolitical, as well as an
cussion on the implicaeconomic crisis.
tions of the recession
It is clear that many
for social cohesion has
have
still to appreciate
been driven more by
the
true
severity and
speculative concerns
longevity
of the probthan evident trends.
lems that confront
That is not surprising
them. Even when the reas the current period is A protester in Zurich on May 1.
cession recedes, deeper
marked more by elite in- The crisis will not automatically
structural
problems
security than inherent lead to class conflict or social
will
still
need
to be adsocial instability.
unrest, but neither will it be good
dressed, as will the lack
Some commentators for communities and the
of the requisite leaderhave suggested the re- environment. PHOTO: REUTERS
ship and vision to do
cession may be a good
this.
thing. These romantiThe
emphasis
now on promoting
cise a supposed spirit of community
they believe will emerge from an en- “green” solutions reflects the low horizons that preceded the crisis. “Green”
forced curb on consumption.
One should be wary of talking up the jobs are unlikely to be well-paid or procrisis in this fashion, as the British shad- ductive. A campaign to encourage
ow health secretary has discovered. He everybody to switch to energy-efficient
was chastised for suggesting the reces- light bulbs is not the same as investing
sion would be good for families since it in the research and production facilities
would prevent people from buying ciga- required to develop and produce
rettes and alcohol. The masses may not energy-efficient solutions. “Sustainabe revolting, but they are not stupid ei- ble” growth is code for “low” or “no”
ther. They are quite capable of noting growth.
Finally, for all the talk of pump-primthat a recession is nothing to celebrate.
ing,
that is easier said than done in econAt the opposite end of the spectrum,
some have worried that the crisis will omies where state-spending already aclead to social unrest. These over- counts for 40 per cent to 50 per cent of
estimate the inevitability of social in- total expenditure. State cuts are more
stability and underestimate its requisite likely to be required. These are unlikely
to be popular, but they may not be repolitical drivers.
Compared to previous recessions, the jected either.
Many of the measures introduced so
worldwide working class has never been
far
to address the crisis will simply conso disconnected and disorganised. In
the 1960s and 1970s, leaders across the vert the current private debt crisis into
globe faced the twin threats of the organ- a future public one. What may be most
ised labour movement within their bor- important for the elites to do at this
ders and the alternative of communism time would be to engage the public in an
without. These elements disintegrated open dialogue as to what should come
in the 1980s and 1990s, leaving behind next.
The crisis will not automatically lead
an atomised and disillusioned workto class conflict or social unrest, but neiforce.
Of course, atomisation breeds aliena- ther will it be good for communities and
tion with a concomitant and occasional the environment. A genuine engagelashing out against the system. But this ment with the public about future possiis sporadic and exceptional, rather than bilities may serve to offset the pain of
the necessary cuts that lie ahead.
generic and protracted.
The concerns of the elites therefore The writer is a senior fellow with the
have more to do with their sense of isola- S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies,
tion and insecurity than any conscious Nanyang Technological University.
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC RECOVERY

Don’t let the weeds
choke the shoots
BY NOURIEL ROUBINI

R

ECENT data suggest that the
rate of contraction in the
world economy may be slowing. But hopes of “green
shoots” springing up have
been dashed by plenty of yellow weeds.
Recent data on employment, retail
sales, industrial production and housing
in the United States remain very weak;
Europe’s first-quarter gross domestic
product growth (GDP) data is dismal; Japan’s economy is still comatose; and even
China – which is recovering – has very
weak exports. The consensus view that
the global economy will soon bottom out
has proven to be overly optimistic.
After the collapse of Lehman Brothers
in September last year, the global financial system nearly melted down and the
world economy went into free fall. Indeed, the rate of economic contraction in
the fourth quarter of last year and the
first quarter of this year reached near-depression levels.
At that point, global policymakers got
religion and started to use most of the
weapons in their arsenal: vast fiscalpolicy easing; conventional and unconventional monetary expansion; trillions of
dollars in liquidity support, recapitalisation, guarantees and insurance to stem
the credit crunch; and finally, massive
support to emerging-market economies.
This economic policy equivalent of
former US secretary of state Colin Powell’s doctrine of “overwhelming force”, together with the sharp contraction of output below final demand for goods and
services (which drew down inventories of
unsold goods), sets the stage for most
economies to bottom out early next year.
Even so, the optimists who spoke last
year of a soft landing or a mild
“V-shaped” eight-month recession were
proven wrong, while those who argued
that this would be a more severe
“U-shaped” 24-month recession – the
US downturn is already in its 18th month

– were correct. And the recent optimism
that economies will bottom out by
mid-year has been dashed by the most recent economic data.
The crucial issue, however, is not
when the global economy will bottom
out, but whether the global recovery –
whenever it comes – will be robust or
weak over the medium term. One cannot
rule out a couple of quarters of sharp
GDP growth as the inventory cycle and
the massive policy boost lead to a
short-term revival. But those tentative
green shoots that we hear so much about
may well be overrun by yellow weeds, heralding a weak global recovery over the
next two years.
First, employment is still falling sharply in the US and other economies. Indeed,
in advanced economies, the unemployment rate will be above 10 per cent by
next year. This will be bad news for consumption and the size of bank losses.
Second, this is a crisis of solvency, not
just liquidity. But true deleveraging has
not really started, because private losses
– including the debts of households, financial institutions and even of corporations – are not being reduced but rather
socialised. Lack of deleveraging will limit
the ability of banks to lend, households to
spend and firms to invest.
Third, in countries running currentaccount deficits, consumers need to cut
spending and save much more for many
years. Shopped-out and debt-burdened
consumers have been hit by a wealth
shock as a result of falling home prices
and stock markets, rising debt-service ratios and falling incomes.
Fourth, the financial system has been
severely damaged. Most of the shadow
banking system has disappeared, and traditional commercial banks are saddled
with trillions of dollars in expected losses
on loans and securities while still being seriously undercapitalised. So the credit
crunch will not ease quickly.
Fifth, weak profitability, owing to high
debts and default risk, low economic –
and thus revenue – growth, and persist-

ent deflationary pressure on companies’
margins, will continue to constrain firms’
willingness to produce, hire workers and
invest.
Sixth, rising government debt ratios
will eventually lead to increases in real interest rates, thus crowding out private
spending and posing sovereign refinancing risk.
Seventh, monetisation of fiscal deficits
is not inflationary in the short run, whereas slack product and labour markets imply massive deflationary forces. But if central banks don’t find a clear exit strategy
from policies that double or treble the
monetary base, eventually either
goods-price inflation or another dangerous asset and credit bubble (or both) will
ensue. Some recent rises in the prices of
equities, commodities, and other risky assets are clearly liquidity-driven.
Eighth, some emerging-market economies with weaker economic fundamentals may not be able to avoid a severe financial crisis, despite massive support
from the International Monetary Fund.
Finally, the reduction of global imbalances implies that the current-account
deficits of profligate economies like the
US and other Anglo-Saxon countries will
narrow the current-account surpluses of
over-saving countries like China, Germany and Japan. But if domestic demand
does not grow fast enough in surplus
countries, the resulting lack of global demand relative to supply will lead to a
weaker recovery in global growth, with
most economies growing far more slowly
than their potential.
So green shoots of stabilisation may be
replaced by yellow weeds of stagnation if
several medium-term factors constrain
the global economy’s ability to return to
sustained growth. Unless these structural
weaknesses are resolved, the global economy may grow in 2010 and 2011 but at an
anaemic rate.
The writer is Professor of Economics at New York
University’s Stern School of Business, and
Chairman of RGE Monitor.
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Koreans, Israelis see nuclear threat differently
BY GWYNNE DYER

W

HY are Koreans so much
braver than Israelis when
faced with the threat of
nuclear weapons?
North Korea’s second
underground nuclear test did not cause
panic in South Korea. Even when North
Korea conducted a short-range missile
test only hours after the explosion, South
Koreans went about their business as
usual. Nobody fled the country to escape
from the threat.
How different from Israel, where a
recent opinion poll revealed that almost a
quarter of Israel’s seven million citizens
would consider leaving the country if
Iran gets nuclear weapons. Israeli leaders
talk about an “existential threat” to the
country’s survival.

There are major differences between
the North Korea-South Korea relationship and the Israel-Iran one, but they just
deepen the puzzle. The two Koreas have
actually fought a war in which millions
died, and the two countries’ troops still
face each other across a massively
fortified ceasefire line.
Israel and Iran, by contrast, have
never fought a war, and do not even have
a common border. Iran has no nuclear
weapons, and denies that it has any
intention of making any. Nor has Iran
ever threatened war with Israel.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has said that the Israeli state should
be “wiped from the pages of history”,
which makes him about the 20th leader
of a Muslim country to voice that empty
sentiment. However, he has never said
that Iran should do that job, nor is he in
any position to attack Israel. It is Iran’s

supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
who controls the country’s armed forces.
During his 20 years in office, Ayatollah
Khamenei has never been involved in a
foreign war, nor has he ever echoed Mr
Ahmadinejad. In contrast, North Korea
finds some pretext to declare that war
with the South is imminent almost every
year. So why are Israelis almost hysterical about the Iranian threat, while South
Koreans are phlegmatic about the North
Korean threat?
It gets even weirder. Both Israel and
South Korea have a security guarantee
from the United States, which ultimately
includes the backing of the US nuclear
deterrent. But South Korea has no
nuclear weapons of its own, whereas
Israel has hundreds.
Israelis are just as intelligent as
Koreans, so there must be more going on
here than meets the eye. There has to be

some genuine strategic distinction that
explains the difference between the
Israeli and the South Korean responses.
There is. It lies precisely in the fact
that Israel possesses nuclear weapons,
while South Korea does not. South
Koreans trust the US nuclear deterrent,
having no alternative. Israelis trust in
their own deterrent, and enjoy the luxury
of having the US deterrent as back-up.
Israel’s nuclear weapons are not
meant only to deter a nuclear attack on
Israel. They would serve that purpose
quite well, but they are also configured to
give Israel “extended” deterrence; that is,
the ability to stop a variety of other
things from happening by threatening to
use nuclear weapons. Those things would
certainly include a conventional military
attack on Israel, but they might extend to
other political or technological developments in the Arab world as well.

All Israeli military and political leaders
see the regional monopoly of nuclear
weapons that their country has had for
the past 40 years as a huge strategic
asset. It would evaporate overnight if any
Arab state could deliver even a single
nuclear weapon onto Israeli soil. Israel
would then be equally deterred from
launching a nuclear first strike because of
the certainty of devastating retaliation.
Would an Iranian nuclear weapon also
negate Israel’s “extended” deterrence?
Only if the Iranian regime were willing to
risk the virtual annihilation of Iran for
the sake of the Arabs. But Israelis have
always taken Islamic solidarity more
seriously than most Muslims do.
So the South Koreans stay cool about
North Korean nuclear weapons, while the
Israel security establishment worries
about Iranian nuclear weapons for
reasons quite different from those it
mentions in public. And some Israelis
respond with fantasies of flight.
They are only fantasies. They aren’t
actually leaving.
The writer is a London-based independent
journalist.

